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ABSTRACT
Head-mounted augmented reality (AR) enables embodied in
situ drawing in three dimensions (3D). We explore 3D drawing
interactions based on uninstrumented, unencumbered (bare)
hands that preserve the user’s ability to freely navigate and
interact with the physical environment. We derive three alter-
native interaction techniques supporting bare-handed drawing
in AR from the literature and by analysing several envisaged
use cases. The three interaction techniques are evaluated in a
controlled user study examining three distinct drawing tasks:
planar drawing, path description, and 3D object reconstruction.
The results indicate that continuous freehand drawing supports
faster line creation than the control point-based alternatives,
although with reduced accuracy. User preferences for the dif-
ferent techniques are mixed and vary considerably between
the different tasks, highlighting the value of diverse and flex-
ible interactions. The combined effectiveness of these three
drawing techniques is illustrated in an example application of
3D AR drawing.
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INTRODUCTION
Drawings provide a rich means of information exchange. On
paper, a rough drawing (sketch) can be constructed quickly,
without requiring precision, in order to convey the key fea-
tures of a concept [4]. While drawing on paper is fast and
flexible, markings can only be made in two dimensions. Three
dimensional (3D) objects can still be described on paper but
these drawings are then projections and unavoidably result in
information loss.

It is reasonable to hypothesise that drawing directly in 3D may
provide a powerful means of information exchange, without
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the deficiencies of conventional 2D projections. However, pro-
viding a medium for performing 3D drawings is non-trivial—
what is the 3D equivalent of a drawing pad? Physical 3D
media are challenged by occlusion and access constraints.

Digital media presents a more viable alternative. Indeed, re-
cent applications such as Tilt Brush and Gravity Sketch pro-
vide functionality for drawing in 3D using virtual reality (VR)
and mobile-based augmented reality (AR). These applications
provide creative environments for generating 3D content by
removing the constraints of conventional physical media.

What drawing in immersive VR lacks, however, is environ-
mental context. In other words, drawings are produced in a
virtual environment that is separated from the physical environ-
ment of the user. This is not necessarily a problem for many
use cases of 3D drawing but can be detrimental where the
physical environment is an important source of reference or
inspiration. For example, consider a use case in which an engi-
neer seeks to make a preliminary drawing as part of designing
modifications to an existing access platform. To complete this
task, the engineer must generate a drawing that references
sections of the existing platform whilst also accommodating
the spatial constraints imposed by other objects in the space,
e.g. pipes, structural columns, etc. AR supports such use cases
by preserving environmental context and enables drawings
that reference, link to or are inspired by the environment.

In this paper, we explore the provision of 3D drawing capabil-
ities for head-mounted AR delivered through bare-handed in-
teractions (i.e. the user does not hold an input device). Specifi-
cally, we explore 3D drawing techniques that do not require
any input device other than the AR headset itself. We use a
Microsoft HoloLens headset as the experimental platform for
our investigation. The examination of bare-handed interaction
is motivated by two key concerns. First, there are numerous
industrial applications of AR drawing in industries such as
construction, manufacturing and logistics. Typically workers
in these industries must frequently work with hand tools and in
other ways interact with the physical environment. A seamless
transition between physical and virtual activities is desirable
but there is no input device currently available which supports
such interactions without encumbering the user. Second, even
if input device interactions are preferable, it is undesirable to
render a drawing application completely unusable in circum-
stances where the user does not have their input device. Such
circumstances demand the need for a flexible fallback option
when no input device is available.

We evaluate three alternative drawing techniques in a con-
trolled user study. Our design and evaluation of these three
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techniques is a response to the need for diversity in interac-
tions to accommodate different user and use case requirements.
These drawing techniques were developed with inspiration
from the literature and designed to be complementary. Our
study results will later highlight the trade-offs between them.
The three interaction techniques are informed by five design
principles distilled from the literature and deduced from sev-
eral envisaged use cases of 3D drawing in AR. We evaluate the
three interaction techniques in three distinct tasks abstracted
from anticipated use cases: creating a planar drawing, illus-
trating a motion path, and creating a 3D drawing.

We use multiple metrics, such as completion time, template de-
viation, path length and perceived workload, for performance
evaluation. Additionally, participant preferences and feedback
was captured in a summative questionnaire.

In summary, our investigation offers the following contribu-
tions to the field of AR interface design:

• Five design principles informing the design of drawing
functionality for head-mounted AR as distilled from the
literature and deduced from several envisioned use cases.

• An empirical evaluation of alternative drawing techniques
in three likely common use cases for 3D drawing in AR.

• A demonstration of the combined use of the three different
drawing techniques in a hypothetical 3D drawing scenario.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Ivan Sutherland pioneered the concept of computer-based
sketches and drawings with Sketchpad [27]. Sutherland
demonstrated both the creative and productive uses of
computer-based drawings. Now virtual and augmented reality
further extend our ability to generate visual content without
the constraints of traditional physical media. The ability to
perform 3D drawings in situ represents a fundamentally new
capability and a powerful means of information exchange.

Early research into 3D drawing was typically hampered by
technological difficulties in supporting the basic visual and
interaction capabilities. Clark [7] explored the creation of
free-form surfaces in 3D. The apparatus included an input
‘wand’ with a mechanical wire-based positioning system and
an head-mounted display (HMD) (incidentally designed by
Sutherland), using mechanical sensors to provide tracking.
The user of Clark’s system could manipulate the contours of
the virtual surface using the wand. Clark observed that, de-
spite the cumbersomeness of the system, the 3D visualisation
and interaction capabilities were superior to traditional 2D
techniques.

The work of Butterworth et al. [5] is an early example of a
more complete 3D modelling application using an HMD. The
system contained several tools aimed at allowing users to pro-
duce and connect 3D shapes. Importantly the system provided
an undo/redo stack which Butterworth et al. [5] observed en-
couraged users to make “experimental changes to the model”.
Responding to users’ feedback on the lack of modelling con-
straints, they propose the use of snap-to functionality on grids
and surfaces.

Embodied 3D drawing applications can be delivered without
the need for an HMD, as demonstrated by HoloSketch [9] and
Surface Drawing [23] which employ stereoscopic 2D displays
to construct the illusion that objects are floating in space. Us-
ing a similar visual setup, Keefe et al. [15] evaluate several
single and two-handed drawing techniques developed for pro-
ducing 3D curves. CAVE based 3D drawing experiences have
also been designed and evaluated [14, 28].

The potential for hand-held devices to support drawing in
through-the-screen AR has seen recent attention. Hagbi et
al. [11] explore in-place drawing for AR games. However,
this provides 3D augmentation of a 2D sketch rather than true
embodied 3D drawing. Window-Shaping [13] is a mobile ap-
plication in which users can generate virtual content based on a
sketch-and-inflate metaphor. The application supports ‘projec-
tive sketching’, which means that users can sketch on detected
surfaces to define boundaries and generate new virtual objects.
These objects can then be transformed and manipulated in the
scene. A key limitation highlighted in this study is the lack
of precise control when the user is holding the device and
drawing on it at the same time.

Recent improvements in VR hardware at the consumer level,
have enabled more research examining fully immersive 3D
drawing. Arora et al. [1] investigated the impact of the lack of a
physical surface on drawing inaccuracies. They demonstrated
that providing additional visual guidance can substantially im-
prove drawing accuracy. McGraw et al. [18] used an HTC Vive
VR system with motion controls to allow users to control Her-
mite splines and create swept surfaces. The system is capable
of producing unusual 3D objects with unique aesthetics.

Augmenting Drawing Interactions
Delivering drawing functionality in digital media is related
to the broader problem of selecting and manipulating virtual
content. To perform a drawing the user must articulate the
point or region in which markings should be generated. In a
virtual environment the user is not beholden to conventional
means of physical articulation.

An extensive range of manipulation techniques have been ex-
plored in the literature (see [21] for a useful taxonomy). In
1996, Poupyrev et al. [20] introduced the ‘GoGo’ interaction
technique. The ‘GoGo’ interaction method augments the phys-
ical reach of the user by providing a virtual extension of the
hand. A virtual hand is placed along the vector extending from
the chest through the real hand, with depth modulated by a lin-
ear scaling below a certain reach threshold and by non-linear
scaling above a certain reach threshold. Other variants of the
GoGo concept have also been proposed such as ‘stretch GoGo’
in which regions are used to control growth or shrinking of
the arm length, and ‘indirect GoGo’ in which stretching and
retracting the virtual arm is controlled by a 3D mouse [2].

As Bowman and Hodges [3] state, “VEs [Virtual Environ-
ments] should enhance the physical, cognitive, and perceptual
capabilities of the user, allowing them to do things that are
impossible in the real world”. This statement echos the pro-
posals of prior work [1, 5, 9], which highlight the potential
of allowing users to independently resize the drawing relative
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to themselves to apply detail at an appropriate scale. This
concept is described in a manipulation context as “World-In-
Miniature” [26]. The ability to enhance the user’s capabilities
while preserving an embodied interaction experience is a key
advantage of drawing in digital media. Leveraging this poten-
tial does, however, present a unique design challenge.

The related work highlights a developing understanding of
what makes embodied 3D drawing effective and enjoyable.
Most research to date, however, has ignored the role AR can
play in supporting in situ 3D drawing that references and is
inspired by the user’s environment. We seek to address this
gap by exploring simple and efficient bare-handed interaction
techniques that can support embodied 3D drawing in circum-
stances where mobility and manual engagement with the space
are primary concerns.

DESIGNING FOR APPLIED DRAWING WITH AR HMDS
In the context of this study we focus predominantly on 3D
AR drawing as an applied exercise for design, documentation
and information exchange but acknowledge its potential as
a means of artistic expression. This section briefly explores
several envisioned use cases for applied drawing in AR and
the common design principles that these imply.

Envisioned Use Cases
The provision of AR through an HMD enables high mobility
and keeps the user’s hands free to interact with the physical
environment. These two key qualities promote use cases in
which overlaid virtual content can be leveraged by a worker
who must also navigate through and interact with the space.
This kind of work practice is easily imagined in industries
such as construction, manufacturing and logistics. The ability
to quickly generate 3D drawings in situ could have many uses,
e.g. documenting an issue, designing a modification to a space,
and/or describing a workflow for training purposes.

In situ markup of virtual-physical models with identified issues
or desired features is a high value use case of AR drawing
in the construction industry. It is desirable to minimise the
information loss and maximise information gain as details
pass between site visits, issue tracking systems and building
information models. We also envisage significant value in
AR drawing as a means to unify the preliminary and detailed
design process in various in situ applications. For example,
a well-designed AR drawing application for use by cabinet
or curtain makers could streamline the process of provisional
measurement for quotation and detailed design for installation.
Provisional client feedback could also be obtained in situ.

Lastly, drawings may be used as part of training delivered with
an AR HMD. Allowing trainers to quickly and easily generate
training content in situ provides a low overhead means to
induct new workers. 3D drawings may be helpful in showing
where objects should be placed, what sequences should be
followed, and/or what built products should look like.

Design Principles
The following design principles are distilled from the literature
and deduced from the use cases described above. Their intent
is to provide a preliminary set of generalised guidance for the

designer of 3D drawing applications built for head-mounted
AR. They also help to contextualise the design decisions re-
lated to the drawing interactions proposed in this paper.

Minimal Viable Markings
Many uses of embodied AR drawing are likely to stem from
momentary observations and encounters in the physical en-
vironment. Among many possible uses, the need to describe
an identified issue and the need to document a design change
inspired by the space are two obvious reasons for generating a
3D drawing. An application designed for this purpose should
thus allow users to quickly and easily complete a drawing
before the environment changes or other more pressing tasks
dominate. The principle of Minimal Viable Markings suggests
the provision of a low overhead means of drawing requiring
limited effort and time, even when more precise but slower
interactions are available. This design principle also reflects
the dual purpose of some forms of sketching in that the act of
drawing not only produces a visual artifact but it may also help
the user document and respond to their thoughts and obser-
vations [10, 8]. The media and tools for drawing should thus
allow the user to quickly respond to these potentially fleeting
moments of inspiration.

Promote Spatial Awareness
Current AR HMDs provide relatively small display regions
resulting in a narrow effective virtual field-of-view (FOV).
The inability to see virtual content in the periphery challenges
people’s spatial memory. As drawings extend over larger areas,
this can become particularly problematic. Visual aids can help
users maintain their memory of the position of their virtual el-
ements relative to their current position. 3D grids and snap-to
behaviour for 3D grids and planes have been proposed in the
literature [1, 5, 9, 14]. However, Arora et al.[1] caution that
there can be a delicate balance between accuracy and destruc-
tion of visual aesthetics. An alternative to the provision of
visual aids is careful design of interactions that help preserve
user spatial awareness. For example, some interactions may
better decouple body movement and environment inspection
from the act of drawing.

Exploit the Lack of Physical Constraints
The transferal of sketching from the physical to the virtual
world removes many physical constraints. This can be ex-
ploited in AR without necessarily severing the contextual as-
sociation with the physical space. For example, the concept
of relative growing or shrinking of virtual objects has demon-
strated utility in allowing users to apply detail at appropriate
scale [1, 5, 9]. The virtual hand and cursor techniques dis-
cussed previously are also examples of interaction metaphors
that Exploit the Lack of Physical Constraints. It is easy to
imagine from the use cases described that drawings may need
to be completed in circumstances where physical access is
challenging (see Figure 13 for an example). Augmenting the
capabilities of the user may help address such challenges.

Modal Flexibility
This design principle is a reflection of diversity in user pref-
erences and use cases when it comes to 3D drawing. We hy-
pothesise that different drawing techniques will be preferred
in different usage scenarios. This suggests that there is value
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Figure 1. The Freehand (left) and Tapline (right) techniques.

in providing a correspondingly diverse range of drawing tech-
niques which can complement each other. Importantly, there
should be a high degree of fluidity when it comes to transition-
ing between input modes. The virtual manipulation literature
has seen a variety of hybrid methods proven effective [2].

Rapid Revision
This design principle is an extension of the theory of direct
manipulation [24] and an application of the golden rule “per-
mit easy reversal of actions” [25] (pp. 71). Butterworth et
al. [5] observed the value of providing an undo/redo stack
in encouraging experimental behaviour. The need to provide
rapid undo and revision functionality is particularly important
in circumstances, such as encountered in our system, where
the means of controlling the drawing cursor is noisy due to
the difficulty of tracking bare hands. Furthermore, Deering [9]
observes that fine motor control is harder in 3D than in 2D and
Arora et al. [1] highlight that freeform drawing can be inac-
curate in 3D. Therefore, embodied 3D drawing is particularly
likely to require rapid means of correcting erroneous input.

DRAWING TECHNIQUES
In response to the anticipated need for quick and simple meth-
ods of generating 3D drawings in AR, we propose three alter-
native drawing techniques based on bare-handed interactions.
These techniques leverage only the egocentric sensing capabil-
ities of the AR headset, leaving the hands free to interact with
the physical environment.

The Microsoft HoloLens supports coarse hand tracking only.
Only the hand position (a point approximating the centre of
the back of the hand) is reported. No other joint or articulation
information is available. To deliver our bare-handed drawing
techniques, we display a cursor that is directly controlled
by hand movement. This cursor (subsequently referred to
as the index cursor) is placed at a point approximating the
tip of the index finger when the hand is placed in a neutral
position with the index finger raised. To reiterate, since no
joint or articulation information is available, the index cursor
will remain in the same location if the hand/finger articulation
changes but the hand position does not. The index cursor is
thus a coarse approximation for the hand position but as a
direct control scheme, is easily assimilated by the user. The
absolute error characteristics of the device’s hand tracking
are not reported in the literature. Each drawing technique
described is, however, subject to the same inaccuracies in hand
tracking and the results reflect the summative performance
incorporating device induced noise.

By default, the Microsoft HoloLens supports recognition of the
air-tap gesture. The air-tap gesture is performed by placing
the hand in the neutral position (index finger raised but all

other fingers in clench), then bending the index finger at the
base knuckle down and raising it again. The fact that the index
cursor is not affected by finger articulation changes makes
it viable to maintain relatively accurate cursor control while
performing finger based gestures. The air-tap gesture is used in
all the techniques to trigger line actions. Lack of a secondary
default gesture lead us to use double air-tap as an alternative
action trigger. The double air-tap is implemented simply by
applying a 500 ms threshold on the time difference between
sequential air-tap events. Future iterations of the HoloLens
are likely to expose a broader suite of hand gestures. A more
complete drawing application could exploit different gestures
to deliver more seamless transitions between interaction modes
in alignment with the design objective of Modal Flexibility.

The three different drawing techniques are described in detail
below. The design of each stems from different combinations
of the design principles introduced above.

Freehand
The Freehand technique allows the user to draw continuously
as directed by hand movements. To start a line the user per-
forms the air-tap gesture. The line is drawn continuously at
the index cursor position until the user terminates the line by
performing a second air-tap. Figure 1 illustrates the Freehand
method. The Freehand technique is a response to the design
principle of Minimal Viable Markings in that lines can be gen-
erated rapidly and easily. The interaction metaphor has strong
similarities to finger painting.

Tapline
The Tapline technique allows the user to draw a line by speci-
fying control points. Tapline seeks to accommodate the design
principle of Promote Spatial Awareness in allowing the user
to move and look around in between desinating control points.
To add a control point, the user directs the index cursor to
the desired location and performs an air-tap. This interaction
is illustrated in Figure 1. The control points can either be
connected by straight lines or by a Catmull-Rom spline [6].
The default setting produces straight polylines but users may
optionally switch to splines using the drawing tool belt (in-
troduced below). To terminate the line, the user performs a
double air-tap to add a final control point.

GoGo-Tapline
The GoGo-Tapline represents an extension of the Tapline tech-
nique. The user places sequential control points to construct a
line as per Tapline. However, the GoGo-Tapline control points
are placed at the GoGo-cursor position rather than at the index
cursor. The GoGo-cursor is a virtual projection of the index
cursor and depends upon the user’s current arm extension. If
the user’s hand is inside a radius of 2/3 arm length around
the user’s chest, the index cursor and the GoGo-cursor are
co-located. Outside this radius, the cursor is extended based
on the user’s reach as described in [20]. We determine the
virtual arm vector, rv based on the real arm vector, rr (and
unit vector r̂r) according to Equation 1. Here ‖·‖2 denotes the
Euclidean norm.

rv =

{
rr if ‖rr‖2 < D
rr + k(‖rr‖2−D)2r̂r otherwise

(1)
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Figure 2. The GoGo-Tapline technique.

Poupyrev et al. [20] selected the scaling coefficient, k ∈ [0,1]
and found good performance choosing a threshold distance, D
of 2/3 of the user’s arm length. In the implementation presented
in this paper, we use k = 1/6 and also choose D to be 2/3 of the
distance from the shoulder joint to the middle of the right hand
to be consistent with Poupyrev et al. [20]. The GoGo-Tapline
drawing technique is illustrated in Figure 2. Reflecting the
design principle of Exploit the Lack of Physical Constraints,
GoGo-Tapline augments the user’s ability to draw lines at
distance and without moving location.

Drawing Tool Belt
The Tapline and GoGo-Tapline drawing features can addition-
ally be adjusted in a tool belt implemented as a floating panel
containing several buttons. The tool belt is placed at waist
height and follows the user’s position. The tool belt allows
the user to switch the line style between straight polyline and
spline. The current line can also be terminated by pressing
Finish Line instead of performing the double air-tap gesture.
In a complete drawing application, a tool belt might similarly
be important in promoting Modal Flexibility.

USER STUDY
User performance and experience was evaluated in a within-
subject experiment with three interaction conditions:

• FREEHAND: continuous line drawing at index cursor.

• TAPLINE: control points placed at index cursor.

• GOGO-TAPLINE: control points placed at GoGo-cursor.

We recruited 18 participants (3 female, 15 male) with a mean
age of 24.6 (SD = 3.7) by convenience sampling. Nine partic-
ipants reported prior experience with the HoloLens. Partici-
pants received a briefing that introduced the headset, described
how to use the drawing techniques and described the tasks
they must perform. Participants were required to complete
a familiarisation task at the start of the experiment and then
three drawing tasks in each condition. The familiarisation task
and three drawing tasks are described below.

Familiarisation Task
To reiterate, the user must perform the air-tap gesture to begin
a line in FREEHAND or place a control point in TAPLINE and
GOGO-TAPLINE. Prior to commencing the main drawing
tasks, participants completed a gesture familiarisation task.
This task was a simplified version of a circular target acqui-
sition task, with 10 targets presented at incremental angular
steps and alternating sides of a circle parallel to the partici-
pant’s initial view plane. Targets were acquired by navigating

Triangle Rectangle Zigzag Circle Pigtail

Figure 3. The five 2D templates used in the Follow task.

Figure 4. The Triangle as presented in the Follow Template task.

the gaze cursor (a cursor placed at the intersection of the head-
set forward vector with virtual objects in the scene) to the
target and then performing the air-tap gesture. Participants
repeated this task, as many times as required, until they could
select all ten targets within 15 s. The same task was performed
with the double air-tap gesture but with a required comple-
tion time of 20 s. This procedure ensured that all participants
achieved a base level of proficiency in the air-tap gesture.

Follow Template
The Follow Template task is derived from a simplified use
case in which the user wishes to draw a planar shape at a
fixed location in space. Participants were instructed to copy
a 2D planar template, approximately 0.5 m × 0.5 m in size.
All templates were presented in the same location in space.
The template remained visible during the task and participants
were free to move and position themselves as per their comfort.
A standard set of 2D templates were selected from among the
shapes used in the $1 gesture recognizer [29]. Figure 3 shows
the five templates used in this study. Figure 4 shows the
Triangle template as seen in the HoloLens by the participant.
Participants were asked to draw the template as quickly and
as accurately as possible using a single polyline or spline. The
Triangle was used as a training task and presented first in all
conditions.

Path Indication
The Path Indication task is derived from an envisaged use
case in which the user seeks to indicate a motion path for an
object or otherwise associate objects in the space (virtual or
physical) by drawing a line. Participants were instructed to
draw a path between a Start and Finish node using a single
polyline or spline. The drawn path must also pass through
multiple mid-point rings. This task is similar to that evaluated
by Keefe et al. [15] but at room scale. Five different template
paths of varying heights and orientations were constructed.
The template path lengths varied between 3.51 m and 4.41 m
(mean 3.93 m). Each unique template path was presented at the
same location for all participants. As with the Follow Template
task, the first path served as training and was presented first to
all participants. This path is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The Start (green), Finish (blue) and Mid-point (magenta)
nodes as presented in the Path Indication task.

3D Object Recreation
The 3D Object Recreation task represents an extension of
the Follow Template task into 3D. Furthermore, it introduces
an element of prompted composition. Participants were in-
structed to draw lines to recreate a 3D object. The 3D template
was presented for 10 s then the object would disappear (no
drawing was permitted while the template was shown). Upon
disappearing, participants were required to draw the template
from memory. In this task, the participants could use multiple
polylines or splines to draw the object. Four different 3D
templates were used, see Figure 7. The Cube was presented
first as a training task. A view of the Chair as seen through
the Hololens is shown in Figure 6. To submit the completed
drawing, participants press a Done button in the tool belt.

Procedure
The order of drawing techniques was assigned using a fully
balanced design. Task order was held constant to be consistent
with the increasing difficulty of the tasks from easiest (Follow
Template) to hardest (3D Object Recreation). The first drawing
exercise within each task was presented as a practice exercise.
The practice templates in each task were held constant across
conditions and participants (i.e. the Triangle, the first unique
path, and the Cube). Note that the practice drawings are not
included in the subsequent results as the user was encouraged
to experiment and ensure they understood the interaction be-
haviour. The remaining templates for the drawing tasks were
randomly shuffled in an effort to minimise confounding order-
ing effects. The experiment procedure specifically prevented
editing or revision behaviour among participants in order to
focus on the raw performance capabilities of the drawing tech-
niques. In the Follow and Path Indication tasks, only one line
could be drawn and the drawing was automatically submit-
ted upon line termination. Undo or eraser functionality was
intentionally removed.

Metrics
In evaluating the three alternative drawing techniques, we
sought to provide resolution in the metrics of performance and
user experience. These metrics are summarised below.

Completion Time
Task completion time was measured based on the elapsed time
between the first and last drawing point.

Execution Accuracy
To measure how well the participants replicate the shapes in
the Follow Template task we evaluate two different deviation

Figure 6. The Chair as presented in the 3D Object Recreation task.

ChairCube Pot Plant Pyramid

Figure 7. The four 3D Object Recreation templates.

metrics: i) proportional shape matching (psm) described in
[17] and Equation 2; and ii) aggregated closest point matching
(cpm) described in [15] and Equation 3. Before applying Equa-
tions 2 and 3, both polylines are resampled into N equidistant
points producing temporally normalised point sequences for
the drawing (D where point d ∈ D) and template (T where
point t ∈ T ).

devpsm =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
‖di− ti‖2. (2)

devcpm =
dm(D,T )+dm(T,D)

2
, (3)

where dm(D,T ) =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

min
t∈T
‖di− t‖2.

The devpsm metric reflects the average spatial separation be-
tween corresponding equidistant sample points in both point
sequences. It therefore captures execution direction and large
discontinuities but is susceptible to error when drawing be-
haviour varies inconsistently with time. The devcpm metric
averages the closest point fit of the drawing to the template
and the template to the drawing. It reflects the mean of the
shortest distance between points in the two polylines under
comparison. A limitation of this metric is that it cannot dis-
criminate between drawings performed in the reverse direction
and it regularises discontinuities in the drawn line. As a sum-
mative metric of execution quality, however, this is acceptable.
For all metric evaluations, the value of N was set at 100.

A secondary geometric performance metric was used to anal-
yse the drawings completed in the Path Indication and 3D
Object Recreation tasks. Normalised line length is the ex-
ecuted drawing length as a percentage of the ideal drawing
length for the template.

User Experience
Before the start of the experiment, participants completed the
Simulator Sickness questionnaire [16]. After completion of
the three drawing tasks for a given condition, participants
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Condition Time (s) Devpsm (mm) Devcpm (mm)

FREEHAND 21.6 ± 11.3 50.6 ± 27.6 21.8 ± 15.6
TAPLINE 32.5 ± 17.9 29.3 ± 16.0 19.0 ± 10.0
GOGO-TAPLINE 40.9 ± 20.7 40.4 ± 32.8 22.4 ± 14.8

Table 1. Follow Template task mean completion time and mean template
deviations. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation.
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Figure 8. Boxplot of Follow Template task completion time (left), devpsm
(middle) and devcpm (right). The Freehand, Tapline and GoGo-Tapline
are abbreviated as F, T and G respectively. Red crosses indicate outliers
based on the Interquartile Range (IQR) rule, e.g. q3 +1.5× (q3−q1).

were instructed to remove the headset and fill out three ques-
tionnaires: Simulator Sickness, Flow Short Scale [22] and
NASA TLX [12]. At the end of the experiment, participants
completed a summative reflection questionnaire that examined
their experience of the different drawing techniques and tasks.
This questionnaire asked participants to rate their perceived
speed, accuracy and comfort with the three drawing techniques
on a five point Likert scale. Participants were also asked to
provide written comments on their experience with the differ-
ent techniques and to comment on their experience of the three
tasks, independent of the drawing technique used. Finally,
participants were asked to indicate their preferred drawing
technique for each task and overall.

RESULTS
The protocol restricting drawings to a single line coupled with
user error in performing the control gestures and using the tool
belt meant that some drawings were prematurely terminated.
Drawings in which participants either stated to have acciden-
tally submitted the drawing or the plotted points show an
obvious premature termination were removed from analysis.

Some participants also failed to understand the behaviour of
splines when selecting this option to draw the curved tem-
plates. For example, several participants drew the Pigtail with
control points at the start and end of the template but none in
between to capture the curvature. In most cases, this mistake
was only made once and participants used the spline behaviour
correctly in subsequent drawings. Out of the 72 curved tem-
plates executed by participants in Tapline and GoGo-Tapline,
12 are excluded from analysis for this reason.

Follow Template
The completion time and deviation results for the Follow Task
are summarised in Figure 8 and Table 1. The FREEHAND
condition produced the quickest completion times, followed

Condition Time (s) Dev. (mm) Length (%)

FREEHAND 16.0 ± 9.1 28.7 ± 10.1 132.5 ± 32.5
TAPLINE 21.2 ± 9.1 32.1 ± 32.4 98.3 ± 3.1
GOGO-TAPLINE 30.6 ± 13.8 37.4 ± 24.7 103.8 ± 7.9

Table 2. Path Indication task mean completion time, deviation and nor-
malised line length. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation.
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Figure 9. Boxplot of Path Indication task completion time (left), devia-
tion (middle) and normalised line length (right). Red crosses are outliers
based on the IQR rule. The red line on the deviation plot (middle) repre-
sents the node radius.

by TAPLINE then GOGO-TAPLINE. Repeated measures anal-
ysis of variance revealed a significant effect of the drawing
technique on completion time (F2,17 = 14.165, η2

p = 0.455,
p < 0.001). A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that the comple-
tion times significantly differed between FREEHAND and TA-
PLINE (p < 0.05) as well as FREEHAND and GOGO-TAPLINE
(p < 0.001). The most accurate drawing technique based on
devpsm was TAPLINE, followed by GOGO-TAPLINE and then
FREEHAND. We found a significant effect of the drawing tech-
nique on devpsm (RM-ANOVA; F2,17 = 3.767, η2

p = 0.181,
p < 0.05). A Tukey post-hoc test showed that the devia-
tion significantly differed between FREEHAND and TAPLINE
(p < 0.05). The devcpm values listed in Table 1 indicate only
marginal differences between the three techniques. The dif-
ference observed between devpsm and devcpm suggests that
there are local distortions in FREEHAND that are effectively
smoothed by the aggregating closest point metric.

These results indicate that the Freehand technique is an ef-
ficient method for executing planar drawings but introduces
some minor inaccuracies. In contrast, the Tapline technique
is on average 50% slower but produces significantly more
accurate drawings. This is an intuitive result given that the
Freehand technique is particularly influenced by the difficulty
in fine motor control of the hand in 3D [9] and inaccuracies in
the hand tracking compared with the more discrete approach
of Tapline. The GoGo-Tapline was marginally slower and less
accurate than standard Tapline which we conjecture is due to
the additional depth control capability (of no benefit in 2D
planar drawing) disrupting participants’ use of the technique.

Path Indication
The Path Indication task required participants to draw a line
between a Start and Finish node that also passed through all
intermediary nodes. The participant mean completion times,
deviations and normalised line lengths are summarised in
Table 2 and Figure 9. Note that the mean deviations reported
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Condition Time (s) Line Length (%)

FREEHAND 58.3 ± 23.7 136.4 ± 30.0
TAPLINE 87.7 ± 38.7 121.3 ± 29.8
GOGO-TAPLINE 93.7 ± 32.8 141.1 ± 52.7

Table 3. 3D Object Recreation task mean completion time and mean
normalised line length. Results show mean ± 1 standard deviation.
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Figure 10. Boxplot of 3D Object Recreation task completion time (left)
and normalised line length (right). Red crosses are outliers based on the
IQR rule.

here are based only on the closest point deviation from the
path nodes. The path nodes had a radius of approximately
40 mm (show as a red line in Figure 9) and so path points with
deviations below this threshold can be considered as having
satisfied the task requirements. The normalised line length is
based on the line length drawn divided by the shortest possible
line length that passes through the centre of every node.

The fastest condition was again FREEHAND followed by
TAPLINE and then GOGO-TAPLINE. The effect of draw-
ing technique was significant (RM-ANOVA; F2,17 = 12.078,
η2

p = 0.415, p < 0.001). A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that
the completion times significantly differed between FREE-
HAND and GOGO-TAPLINE (p < 0.001) and between TA-
PLINE and GOGO-TAPLINE (p < 0.01).

The mean deviations summarised in Table 2 indicate that all
drawing techniques generally produced paths that met the task
conditions (within the node radius of 40 mm). Figure 9 shows
that there were several outliers in TAPLINE that exceeded the
node threshold but otherwise line points were closely clus-
tered within acceptable limits. Greater variation and a higher
proportion of points exceeding acceptable limits is observable
in FREEHAND and GOGO-TAPLINE.

The analysis of normalised line length indicates that signifi-
cant superfluous drawing is performed when using the FREE-
HAND technique (RM-ANOVA; F2,17 = 18.176, η2

p = 0.517,
p < 0.001). A Tukey post hoc test showed that the line
lengths in FREEHAND are distinctly elevated from TAPLINE
(p < 0.001) and GOGO-TAPLINE (p < 0.001), which are gen-
erally centred around the ideal line length (i.e. 100%). This
behaviour in FREEHAND is also clearly visible in the produced
lines, which deviate significantly from the ideal path while
still passing close to the node centres. This is in part a con-
sequence of the narrow FOV that users experience due to the
small display region of the HoloLens. This makes it difficult
for users to perceive the ideal path to the next node. Tapline

Figure 11. The Pyramid as drawn by one participant in Freehand (left),
Tapline (middle), and GoGo-Tapline (right).

and GoGo-Tapline techniques avoid this situation by allowing
users to reposition themselves in the space and to look around,
independently of executing a drawing.

The results again suggest that Freehand provides a fast but
sometimes inaccurate drawing method. It seems reasonable to
expect that the Tapline and GoGo-Tapline techniques would
be well suited to the Path Indication task given that control
points can be precisely placed at the path nodes. However,
Tapline and GoGo-Tapline were on average approximately
30% and 90% slower respectively than Freehand.

3D Object Recreation
The completion time and normalized line length results for
the 3D Object Recreation task are summarised in Table 3 and
Figure 10. The fastest drawing technique was FREEHAND fol-
lowed by TAPLINE and then GOGO-TAPLINE. The condition
effect on the completion time proved to be significant (RM-
ANOVA; F2,17 = 9.254, η2

p = 0.352, p < 0.001). A Tukey
post hoc test revealed that the mean completion times signifi-
cantly differed between FREEHAND and TAPLINE (p < 0.01)
and FREEHAND and GOGO-TAPLINE (p < 0.001).

The hiding of the 3D template after 10 seconds provided an
aspect of prompted composition to the task. As a consequence,
however, there is no appropriate template matching metric as
participants drew the 3D object from their memory. Instead,
we examine the total drawn line length relative to the total
template line length. We found a significant effect of the
drawing method on line length (RM-ANOVA; F2,17 = 3.673,
η2

p = 0.178, p < 0.05). A Tukey post hoc test revealed that
the line length significantly differed between TAPLINE and
GOGO-TAPLINE (p < 0.05).

These results again favour Freehand in terms of task comple-
tion time, with participants completing the object drawings on
average approximately 34% faster than with Tapline. However,
Tapline produced objects with total line lengths closest to the
ideal template line length.

Figure 11 shows the Pyramid as drawn by one participant
using the three different techniques. The Tapline and GoGo-
Tapline Pyramid drawings are considerably more precise and
regular than the Freehand drawing. From this example, it is
clear that interaction technique can have a significant effect on
the resulting aesthetics of a drawing.

Condition Induced Discomfort
Condition induced discomfort was monitored via the Simulator
Sickness Questionnaire [16]. The median responses captured
prior to commencing the experiment (PRE-EXPERIMENT) and
after each experimental condition are summarised in Table
4. Only the GOGO-TAPLINE condition produced marginal
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Condition Nausea Oculo-Motor

PRE-EXPERIMENT 0.0 1.0
FREEHAND 0.0 1.0
TAPLINE 0.0 1.0
GOGO-TAPLINE 0.0 1.5

Table 4. Median response on the Simulator Sickness questionnaire prior
to commencing the experiment and after completion of each condition.

Condition Flow SS NASA-TLX

FREEHAND 5.4 51.2
TAPLINE 5.7 53.0
GOGO-TAPLINE 5.2 67.5

Table 5. Median responses on Flow Short Scale and NASA-TLX surveys.

change in median score on the Oculo-Motor scale. In gen-
eral, however, all techniques appear to have induced minimal
discomfort for users. This is consistent with the qualitative
feedback received from users during the study.

Flow and Perceived Workload
Participant responses to the Flow Short Scale [22] and NASA-
TLX [12] surveys are summarised in Table 5 and Figure 12.
These two surveys were completed at the end of each drawing
condition. The differences between conditions on the Flow
Short Scale responses are marginal with a slight reduction
observable in GOGO-TAPLINE. This trend is also repeated
in the NASA-TLX workload score where GOGO-TAPLINE is
marginally elevated.

Participant Feedback
At the conclusion of the experiment, participants completed
a questionnaire that targeted their experience of the drawing
techniques as well as the tasks. The first part of the question-
naire asked participants to rate each of the drawing techniques
on a five point Likert scale in response to three statements:
1) The technique made it easy to draw quickly; 2) The tech-
nique made it easy to draw accurately; and 3) The technique
was comfortable to use. The median statement responses are
listed in Table 6. A Friedman test indicated a significant dif-
ference in the responses to speed (χ2(2) = 12.18, p < 0.01)
and accuracy (χ2(2) = 10.23, p = 0.01) statements. Post
hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted
with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a signifi-
cance level set at p < 0.017. It revealed significant differences
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Figure 12. Boxplot of Flow Short Scale responses (left) and NASA-TLX
workload (right). Red crosses are outliers based on the IQR rule.

Condition Speed Accu. Comf.

FREEHAND 4.5 2.0 4.0
TAPLINE 3.0 4.0 3.0
GOGO-TAPLINE 2.0 2.5 3.0

Table 6. Median questionnaire responses assessing perceived speed, ac-
curacy and comfort on a five point Likert scale.

Condition Follow Path 3D Object Overall

FREEHAND 7 (39%) 4 (22%) 5 (28%) 7 (39%)
TAPLINE 9 (50%) 7 (39%) 9 (50%) 8 (44%)
GOGO-TAPLINE 2 (11%) 7 (39%) 4 (22%) 3 (17%)

Table 7. Count of participants’ preferences for drawing technique in
each task and overall.

between FREEHAND and GOGO-TAPLINE for the speed state-
ment (Z = −2.173, p < 0.05) and between FREEHAND and
TAPLINE for the accuracy statement (Z =−2.560, p < 0.01).

These results are consistent with the quantitative performance
results obtained. The Freehand was fastest in all tasks and was
perceived as so by participants. The Tapline technique was the
most precise based on the deviation metrics and this was also
reflected in participant responses to the accuracy statement.
Although not statistically significant based on a Friedman test,
the Freehand technique had the highest median comfort rating.

Participant Comments
Participants were invited in the questionnaire to note any per-
ceived advantages and disadvantages of the three drawing
techniques. These qualitative responses were reviewed to iden-
tify any commonality. A frequently mentioned advantage of
the Freehand technique was the ability to draw fast and easily
("easy, fast"). At the same time, participants criticized that it
lacked accuracy ("Hard to keep a straight line."). The Tapline
technique received positive feedback regarding accuracy and
expenditure of time ("Easiest to place accurately", "Quick-
ness. [...]"). However, participants stated that it is hard to
draw curved lines ("curved lines harder to get right"). The
GoGo-Tapline was described as comfortable (e.g. "the most
convenient, you can just stand and draw") and beneficial in
maintaining an overview of the scene while drawing ("The dis-
tance allowed by the technique allowed me to see the drawings
as a whole [...]"). On the other hand, the depth of the cursor
was hard to perceive for multiple participants ("[...] sometimes
hard to get the depth correct.").

Preferences
The final part of the questionnaire invited participants to se-
lect their preferred technique for each of the three study tasks
and overall. Table 7 summarises the participant preference
distribution. The Tapline technique was the most favoured
drawing technique for the Follow and the 3D Object Recre-
ation tasks. For the Path Indication task, the Tapline and
GoGo-Tapline techniques were equally favoured. Overall,
the two roughly evenly favoured techniques were Freehand
and Tapline with GoGo-Tapline only preferred by three of
18 participants. These preference responses are interesting to
interpret within the context of the performance results. Their
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comparatively even distribution suggests that different users
appreciate different capabilities. This highlights the need to
support switching between modes in a complete drawing ap-
plication.

A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF 3D AR DRAWING
As a demonstration of the practical use of the bare-handed
drawing techniques presented, one of the authors completed
the 3D drawing shown in Figure 13. This drawing was created
in situ based on a hypothetical scenario requiring a modifi-
cation of an existing access platform to create a link to an
adjoining building.

The drawing shown in Figure 13 utilises all three drawing tech-
niques. A rapidly executed zigzag (in red) using the Freehand
technique indicates the portion of railing to remove. The Ta-
pline technique was used to accurately designate the boundary
of this section. The GoGo-Tapline was essential in allowing
lines to be drawn on the surface of the adjoining building. The
provision of complementary interactions in this application
reflects the design principle of Modal Flexibility.

DISCUSSION
The findings from the user study highlight the influence that
task type can have on user performance and experience. Fur-
thermore, the distribution of preferred drawing technique cap-
tured by the summative questionnaire demonstrates that differ-
ent users appreciate different capabilities. Numerous partici-
pants highlighted the fact that certain operations were easier
with one technique than another. It was in anticipation of
this diversity that we sought to test three alternative drawing
techniques with distinct advantages and disadvantages.

The Freehand technique yielded the fastest completion times
throughout all tasks as well as the highest questionnaire scores
regarding speed and comfort. In contrast, the Tapline method
was the most precise for the Follow Template and Path In-
dication tasks where deviation metrics are meaningful. The
GoGo-Tapline technique was developed as a demonstration
of a drawing-based interaction derived from a virtual hand
metaphor and reflects the design principle of Exploit the Lack
of Physical Constraints. This was motivated by the belief that
allowing users to modulate cursor depth without taking steps
may be useful. In practice, the limited use of the virtual ex-
tension functionality meant that the GoGo-cursor functioned
more like a generic offset cursor [19]. The additional complex-
ity introduced by the interaction method likely confounded the
performance results. Nevertheless, the technique was chosen
by three of the 18 participants as their overall favourite.

If the tasks had been more demanding in terms of movement or
reach, it is likely that the benefits of GoGo-Tapline would have
been more clearly revealed. In terms of generating drawings as
a general human-computer interaction task, there are several
observations that can be made. Participants commented that
they were occasionally surprised how distorted the object they
were drawing looked when they viewed it from a different
angle. This is consistent with observations made by Deer-
ing [9] where people had to learn to break 2D interface habits
of keeping their head artificially still and instead look around
the virtual world. Generally this issue relates to the difficulty

Figure 13. Preliminary design drawing of a hypothetical access modifica-
tion to join an existing walkway with a neighbouring building. Drawing
completed in situ by one of the authors using all three of the drawing
techniques. All line elements are spatially fixed to preserve references to
the physical space.

of providing fine depth perception of virtual content in AR, as
was commented on by several participants in this study.

Limitations and Future Work
In this paper we focus primarily on the immediate efficacy
of the interaction techniques. By necessity, this ignores the
common activity in drawing of revision and editing and the
design principle of Rapid Revision. Basic line erasing and
deletion functionality is provided in the application demon-
stration in Figure 13 but awaits user validation. Future work
will examine the features necessary to provide productive and
efficient drawing editing functionality.

As an initial step towards investigating the design principles
set out in this paper, the study involved simplified drawing
tasks. We suggest an interesting avenue for future work is to
target more complicated use cases and contexts to increase the
external validity of the findings.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented three interaction techniques sup-
porting bare-handed drawing in AR: Freehand, Tapline and
GoGo-Tapline. We studied their performance in a user study
with three drawing tasks: Follow Template, Path Indication
and 3D Object Recreation. We established that Freehand
drawing is a fast, although not necessarily accurate, technique.
Tapline, which is based on placing control points to create line
segments, achieves a balance between speed and accuracy and
was favoured by participants. We also introduced a novel com-
bination of a virtual hand metaphor with the Tapline drawing
technique, the GoGo-Tapline technique, which was equally
most favoured in the Path Indication task.

The study highlighted the benefit of allowing users to flu-
idly switch between techniques to exploit the trade-offs be-
tween them. The three bare-handed drawing techniques are
underpinned by five design principles, which can form a start-
ing point for designers in developing other applications. We
strongly believe that 3D drawing in AR will become a highly
effective means of information exchange and will see wide
use in both applied and creative applications.
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